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The journal Stochastic Processes and their
Applications will award the 2009 Itô Prize to a
paper published during 2007-2009 recognizing a
significant contribution to the advancement of the
theory or applications of stochastic processes.
The prize honors the memory and celebrates the
legacy of Professor Kiyosi Itô and his seminal
contributions to probability theory.
The winning article is selected by the Editorial
Board of the journal. The prize will be presented at
the 2009 SPA Conference, Berlin, Germany,
and consists of a monetary award of $5000.
The 2007 Itô prize was awarded to Sylvie Roelly and Michèle Thieullen for the paper
Duality formula for the bridges of a Brownian diffusion: Application to gradient drifts
Stochastic Processes and their Applications, Volume 115, Issue 10, October 2005, Pages 1677-1700
The 2005 Itô prize was awarded to Professor Nicolai V. Krylov for the paper
On weak uniqueness for some diffusions with discontinuous coefficients
Stochastic Processes and their Applications, Volume 113, Issue 1, September 2004, Pages 37-64
The first Itô prize was awarded to Ben Hambly, James Martin and Neil O'Connell for the paper
Concentration results for a Brownian directed percolation problem
Stochastic Processes and their Applications, Volume 102, 2002, Pages 207-220
Itô Prize 2009
To be awarded at the 33rd Conference on
Stochastic Processes and their Applications
(27-31 July 2009)
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